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verse, only motion. Thus, our senses mislead us as to the reality of
objects round us."
What, again, are these objects which are round us ? Take, for
instance, a tree and consider what it is. Mr. G. H. Lewes3 exposition1
of Fichte's views on this point may be read here with profit. That
exposition is given in the form of a dialogue between Realism and
Idealism ; it is too long for quotation, but I give here a brief outline
of it and ask the reader to compare it with the Indian solution of the
question I have given elsewhere.
Realist: I know that the tree, for instance, which I see is alto-
gether independent of me. I did not create it; I found it there out
of me. The proof of this is that, if I turn away or shut my eyes, the
image of the tree is annihilated, but the tree itself remains.
Idealist: No, the tree itself does not remain; the tree is but a
phenomenon. Yon stare ? But tell me honestly what your con-
sciousness informs yon of the tree. Give me the plain/a^, and no infer-
ences from that fact. Is not the tree a mere name for your perception ?
Does not your consciousness distinctly tell you that the Form, Colour,
Solidity, and Smell of the tree are in you—that they are only affections
of your mind ?
Realist: I admit that; but although these are in me^ they are
caused by something out of me. Consciousness tells me that very
plainly.
Idealist: Does it ? I tell you that consciousness has no such
power. It can tell you only of its own changes ; but it cannot tran-
scend itself to tell you anything about that which causes its changes.
Realist: But I am irresistibly compelled to believe that there are
things which exist out of me, and this belief, because irresistible, is
true.
Idealist: Stop, you run on too fast. Your belief is not what you
describe it to be. The belief that things lie underneath all appearances
is a philosophic inference., not your belief. Your belief simply is that
certain things coloured, odourous, etc., exist; so they do. But you
infer that they exist out of you. Eash inference. Have you not
admitted that colour, odour, taste, extension, etc., are but modifica"
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